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372. The electrical problem. Let a conductor have a charge M of electricity and be acted on by an external charge M'. Then in equilibrium a mass M + p of free positive electricity and a mass — p of negative electricity (where JJL is one of the unknown quantities to be found) will be arranged on the surface of the conductor in such a manner that the sum of the potentials of H't M+fj, and — p, is constant throughout the interior. The electrical problem is to find the superficial density at every point. Conversely, if the electricity be thus arranged it will be in , equilibrium. First, we notice that the component forces at every internal point are zero. Next, the tangential component just inside the surface is zero and therefore by Art. 146 the tangential force at any point of the stratum is zero. The resultant force on any superficial element of the electricity is therefore normal and by Art. 369 acts outwards. It is therefore balanced by the reaction at the boundary, (Art. 367).
373. Ex. 1. The potentials of an electrical system at the corners of a small tetrahedron are Fx, F2, F3, F4; prove that the potential at the point which is the centre of mass of particles ml9 w2, w3, m4 placed at the corners is S??tF/2m.
This follows at once from Taylor's theorem.                       [Trin. Coll. 1897.]
Ex. 2. An insulated conductor of finite volume is charged; prove that the electrical layer completely covers the conductor.
If there were any finite area on the surface unoccupied by electricity, the potential must also be constant throughout all external space which can be reached without passing in the immediate neighbourhood of repelling matter, Art. 117. Hence Z=0 both on the inside and on the outside and the surface density would be everywhere zero.
Ex. 3. A conductor is charged by repeated contacts with a plate which after each contact is re-charged so that it always carries the same charge E. Prove that, if e is the charge of the conductor after the first operation, the ultimate charge is Eel(E-e).                                                                        [Coll. Ex.]
When the plate touches the conductor the whole charge on both is divided                              jif;
between the two bodies, so that their potentials become equal.   If the whole charge                               [j '
were increased in any ratio the potentials would be increased in the same ratio and                              if
equilibrium would still exist.    It follows that just after each contact the quantities                              1
of electricity on the plate and the conductor are in a ratio (3 : 1 which only depends                                J-
on their forms.
Let xn be the quantity on the conductor after n contacts. After the next contact, xn+1 — xn is taken from the plate. Hence the ratio of E — xn+l + xn to a?n4>1 is p : 1. Alter the first operation the quantities on the plate and conductor are E - e and e, and this ratio also is ]8 : 1. To rind the ultimate ratio (when n is very great) we put ajn+1=a?n. We then find a?n+1 by eliminating p.
Ex. 4. A soap bubble is electrified; prove that the difference between the pressures of the air inside and outside is 2Tjr-2Trp2, where T is the surface tension, r the radius and p the surface density of the electricity.

